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II. ORGANIZED
CRIME, TERRORISM,
AND MONEY
LAUNDERING IN THE AMERICAS

A. Introduction
FletcherN. Baldwin, Jr.*
We are going to be talking this morning with three worldwide experts
in the area on terrorism and transnational organized crime. What I would
like to do is very briefly outline the Patriot Act of October 26, 2001. At the
end of the Cold War, there were meetings in Europe and basically the
meetings in Europe asked the question, "What do we do with the
proliferation of all of these weapons of mass destruction now that there is
no more Cold War?" The wall came down in 1989. The European Union,
NATO, the United States, Canada, and the Organization of American
States, agreed on four points:
(1) We have to prevent the proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction. The old Soviet Union is gone. The mass destruction
proliferation is still there. What do you do with the former generals? For
example, from the Ukraine, how do they make a living? (2) Transnational
organized crime is exploding. (3) There is a great problem, a new organized
crime unit, the "Russian Mafia," who control, according to the European
Union, about forty to sixty percent of all banking in Russia. The
international narcotics trafficking was a very great concern of the group.
Six to eight hundred billion dollars estimated in narcotics trafficking alone
created an incredible strain upon the banking system. (4) And finally, the
one that very few paid any attention to, the linkages of the terrorists. The
terrorists organizations worldwide were beginning to link up with organized
crime.
After September 11th, people finally woke up to the fact that there is an
al-Qaeda and that there are other types of organized criminal groups that
are associated with the Colombian FARC and with the Palestinian PFLPs.
Al-Qaeda is associated with them. They get their money, however, from
legitimate sources. The Saudi Arabians give them money, etc. That is really
not the information that the federal court had fourteen months ago when
they tried the World Trade Center basement bombers. The U.S.
Chesterfield Smith Professor of Law at the University of Florida Levin College of Law.
Director, Center for International Financial Crimes Studies; and Honorary Fellow, Centre of
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Department of Justice had figures quite different. The U.S. Department of
Justice says al-Qaeda gets about forty percent of its funds from drugs. At
points in time the United States was happy to admit that. Extortion was
about twenty percent. Kidnaping was about ten percent. The rest was
basically from fund-raising in the United States, in Europe, and elsewhere.
Al-Qaeda had, at that time, fourteen months ago, approximately forty cells
in approximately forty countries. They had called for combat in many of
those countries. They had their money in banks throughout the world,
including U.S. banks. The U.S. banking system, prior to September 11,
2001, was sound asleep under the Bank Secrecy Act, and there is no doubt
about it. There was strong legislation sitting on the desk of the Chair of the
Senate Commerce and Banking Committee in which he refused to do
anything about it, with respect to corresponded bankings, and with respect
to off-shore corresponded shell banks, of which there are numbered roughly
two thousand. After the Bank of New York disaster of laundering billions
through the Bank of New York, we thought there would be changes and
there would be movement. There was not. Consequently, it took an
incredible disaster in order for something like that to change. And indeed,
something like that has changed. We are now well aware of the fact that the
largest construction company in the mid-east is owned by al-Qaeda.
Tanzanite mines, blessed fruit peanut farms, fishing villages. My colleague
showed me maybe there is even a Georgia chicken farm that is owned by
them, for all we know. So basically, what you are talking about is
Terrorism, Inc., which is Organized Crime, Inc., as well. Now we had the
legislation on the books. We had the International Economic Emergencies
Act. We had Presidential decision directives under the EPA. We have the
Anti-Terrorism and Affected Debt Penalty Act of 1996. We have the
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 and the list goes on. We have
never implemented them, except one time, and that was the Anti-Terrorism
Act against Timothy McVeay.
On September 28, 2001 there was a resolution that was passed and
agreed to by 189 member states of the United Nations. That resolution is
a first in the history of the United Nations. Basically that resolution says for
the first time ever, that the bombings of September 11th were acts of
international terrorism and a threat to the security of the international
community. As a result of that, immediately twenty-seven groups' funds
were frozen, twenty-five groups were renamed terrorists around the world
and the President of the United States began, through executive orders, up
to October 26th, implementing Resolution 1373. The IMF, who is under
siege today, which by the way appears to violate the Patriot Act, issued a
communique on November 17th, a first for the IMF, and basically the
November 17th communique ofthe IMF listed terrorist organizations, listed
https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/fjil/vol15/iss1/2
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friendly free states, and in effect said, if you do not begin to clean up your
act, we will not only withdraw funds, but you will be cut off from any
future funding from the IMF. The Financial Action Task Force has moved
quickly to freeze and confiscate, and go after "user friendly states."
Injured emotionally, I supposed, Ron Nobles group in Lyon, Interpol,
took the position on September 24th, that the September 11th attacks were
an act of international terrorism. Six hundred and fifty delegates of the 140
members out of 179, took the position that they will now move with a
sharing of all information to the 179 member states. The Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation Association (APEC), which met in mid-September
under the leadership of China, took basically the same position. In
Switzerland, immediately the Swiss Banking Association began to do what
they call "name and shame" since the secrecy laws prevented otherwise.
Finally of all banks, the United Arab Emirates, with 47 banks, 105
moneychangers, and 3 million people decided to freeze funds of terrorist
organizations. For most terrorist organizations, if you are Muslim and
follow the Koran, the United Arab Emirates is the only place you can put
your money. You cannot put it anywhere else except a hawala, which my
colleague will be talking about later.
By the end of last week there were well over two hundred countries on
the planet that had agreed that it is time to freeze the funds of terrorists and
time to have asset forfeiture, though not in rem, in personam. The
Americas were not silent. In fact, other than Canada, the United Kingdom,
and France, the Americas were the first to speak out on September 1lth,
late in the afternoon of September 11th, the Organization of American
States, meeting in Peru, issued a statement saying that from now on, this is
a multi-lateral organization, that invoked the Rio Treaty, by saying that the
attack on New York was an attack on the hemisphere and they will now
implement Inter-American commissions again terrorism and Inter-American
programs against terrorism. The U.S. response on October 27, 2001, was
the USA Patriot Act. And I am sure it is not lost on you that the first
President Bush had the Patriot missile. Well, this is the Patriot missile
sequel. Except here, we are going to use pens and pencils, I assume. So,
Junior has the Patriot Act and Daddy had the Patriot missile.
The showpiece of the Patriot Act is Title III. It is the centerpiece of the
Act. It amends most of the Bank Secrecy Act of 1970. It implements the
1986 amendments to that Bank Secrecy Act. In addition to that, and
waiting in the wings, about to be passed by Congress is the CounterTerrorism and Preparedness Act of 2002. Let mejust quickly in a few short
minutes, just briefly outline some of what the Patriot Act, the AntiTerrorism Patriot Act, does.
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First, it establishes brand new predicate crimes. We have over 210
predicate crimes to money laundering and money spending. "Acts
dangerous to human life by terrorists" is now included. "Intent to coerce
civilian populations through violent acts" is included because the intent is
done by organized persons. As a result, the U.S. government can go out
after, for intelligence purposes, sensitive business regulations. Government
can now trap and trace. That is a search and seizure without prior
knowledge. They can now look at student files and probable cause is no
longer the standard for review for ajudge in issuing search warrants where
you are dealing with terrorists or willfully blind persons who direct
terrorists, such as attorneys. You can wiretap in Title I and Title II. You
can have computer surveillance. You can have voluntary AOLs, for
example, turning over computer documents without a search warrant to the
government. We can now have detention of non-citizens, to limited
circumstances, ifno one else wants that non-citizen, this non-citizen will be
a guest of ours for the rest of his life. Civil disobedience can be classified
as domestic terrorism. The Act in Title I establishes the Electronic Task
Force and the Electronic Task Force operates under the International
Emergency Powers Act and the Electronic Task Force goes in to examine
user-friendly foreign states and their banks, foreign nationals suspected of
terrorists activities, and any accounts they might have in the United States.
For example, if a crime is committed in Canada, and the money from
that terrorist act is placed in a Canadian bank, wire transferred to a United
States bank, it is a crime that is committed in the United States and under
in rem forfeiture that money is seized by the United States. You do not
need ajudge other than for preponderance of the evidence. What about the
Canadian bank? Where are they left? What are they left to do? They do not
have standing to challenge the removal of those funds from their bank,
perhaps a corresponded bank and the U.S. bank. Now, they may be
required under Canadian law to still pay the terrorist, that is something else.
The only one that has standing to challenge that under this Act would be
the terrorist. I am sure that they would prefer not to come in under the
present circumstances and challenge. Fugitive dis-entitlement basically
works, once you use the word "terrorist." Title I, therefore, tells the judge,
in any of these actions, where national security is involved, either your
honor, you go in camera and you accept what is submitted or we can do
it without you. If you are dealing with a U.S. citizen, the Act does not
really apply because the 1996 act, the Anti-Terrorism Act does apply,
because it defines U.S. terrorists. Enhanced surveillance procedures under
Title II permits roving wiretaps. A judge can issue a wiretap order to the
federal government in Newark, New Jersey, and that is good for Tacoma,
Washington. So the roving wiretap is not the phone any longer, it is the
https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/fjil/vol15/iss1/2
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user of the phone, no matter where that user goes or how that user uses the
phone. Any information that is gained from that roving wiretap and
submitted to a grand jury in the United States is subject to be used by any
agency, law enforcement, who needs it. Therefore, the CIA is a domestic
organization now that we no longer have a Cold War. What this does, if
they cannot get the information, is to ensure that there will be trade
sanctions against user-friendly states, if nothing else. There is a nation-wide
search warrant for all electronic surveillance on the Internet. There is a
nationwide search warrant for banking records for the federal government.
The Fourth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution says, if you are going to
seize persons and affects, you must have probable cause. If you are seizing
affects, papers, and money of international terrorists, preponderance of the
evidence is all you need and consequently Title Iand Title II have redefined
a great deal of the notion of Fourth Amendment search and seizure. We
have defined international terrorism under Section 2331, just as we defined
what is a national terrorist. All international terrorists who are caught under
Section 503, which is an amendment to our laws, will be placed in the DNA
sample file, whether convicted of a crime or not.
There are penalties for money laundering. If you go from the Canadian
bank to put your money in a U.S. bank, that is money laundering, and the
penalty is twenty years. If you take the money out and purchase a vehicle
under someone else's name, or an airplane to go get another building, that
is money spending under Section 1957; and you face ten years additionally
for the crime. So you are facing twenty, thirty, forty years. We have sneak
and peak now. Well, sneak and peak is really not that new except we have
always said - we are still under Title II - we have always said that you
knock and announce your presence if you have a search warrant. Sneak and
peak says you do not have to knock and announce your presence if national
security is at issue. The last case the U.S. Supreme Court had under sneak
and peak was three years ago, UnitedStates vs. Rameriz, in which the U.S.
Supreme Court condemned sneak and peak unless life is threatened or a
violent crime was in progress. So sneak and peak, although it has been
operating in the past seems, to have gained great momentum when dealing
with international terrorism. We have trap and trace now in Penn Register
in which you do not need a warrant, because they are simply amendments
to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act.
As I said, Title III is the key. Title III simply amends the Bank Secrecy
Act of the United States, and it places much greater burdens on record
keeping and reporting financial transactions in our banks. It now includes
underground banking. It includes all private bank accounts, all
correspondent bank accounts. It has very strict requirements for persons
who are willfully blind; they are the equivalent of terrorists. It requires now
Published by UF Law Scholarship Repository, 2002
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that any offshore or any country that is on the Financial Action Task Force
list as a non-cooperating state, their non-cooperative status requires that
their banks can be designated as non-cooperative in the United States and
treated differently than banks licensed in other countries such as the United
Kingdom or Brazil or Canada.
No. 3 on Title III is critical. It has long-arm jurisdiction worldwide for
bank records. It redefines innocent owners, and it redefines forfeiture. The
big difference between Title III in the United States and everywhere else in
the world with few minor exceptions is that we permit, indeed encourage,
in rem forfeiture. Most countries do not permit and certainly do not
encourage in rem forfeiture. Once their money hits our long arm, that
money is subject to seizure whether the person has been convicted of a
crime or not. It redefines who is an alien and it redefines who is a terrorist.
It also permits the disclosure of student educational records where there is
a counter-terrorist investigation. It allows the executive to expand
executive orders. The first thing he did was to establish the Department of
Treasury's Office for Foreign Asset Control. The others simply are house
dressing, restitution, information sharing, the focus on terrorism. If you
give any material support to a terrorist, you are a terrorist under the Patriot
Act. If you harbor a terrorist, you are a terrorist under the Patriot Act. If
you are willfully blind, you are a terrorist under the Patriot Act.
Consequently, terrorism now is a category predicate crime, which means
all the assets from a group that is deemed to be a terrorist group - and we
now have twenty-seven of them - all of those assets are frozen any place
that the United States can get their hands on them. Whether persons are
deemed guilty or innocent is irrelevant, it is the money that we are after in
rem. The South African High Court recently said they will not permit that.
We will only permit a guilty verdict, then seize the money. So in a very brief
nutshell, that is the Patriot Act of 2001. It is an extremely broad act.
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B. UndergroundBanking and Financingof Terrorism
Alan Lambert
It is an honor and a privilege for me to be invited back to the University
of Florida in Gainesville to address this particular conference. I would like
to publicly express my appreciation to Dean Jon Mills and Professor
Baldwin for making that possible. My subject is underground banking and
the financing of terrorism, some of which has already been covered by
Fletcher. There are some areas where I will need to go into some detail.
There is a cruel irony in my topic this year - underground banking and
financing of terrorism - being that on that fateful day of September 11,
2001, 1 was in the company of Jon Mills and Fletcher Baldwin and others
who gathered to participate in the Cambridge International Symposium on
Economic Crime only to be made aware of the nightmare of terrorism that
was unfolding here in the United States. As many of you may be aware,
coming from the United Kingdom as I do, I have lived through recent years
with terrorism on the doorstep in Northern Ireland and with that terrorism
also permeating through to the mainland in the form of bombings and other
explosive devices on a number of occasions. But I doubt that anyone could
have been prepared for the scale of the atrocities perpetrated here.
As might be expected, the international community has responded in a
number of ways. Perhaps the most visible and publicized response has been
the formation of the International Coalition Against Terrorism with the

*

A former career detective, having completed over thirty years of police service in the

United Kingdom, specializing in the investigation of major frauds (white collar crime), and
heading a unit dedicated to investigations into the financial affairs of drug traffickers and other
major criminals. For a three-month period, he was appointed by the U.K. Foreign Office as an
advisor to the Government of Trinidad & Tobago in the formation of an anti-money-laundering
and counter drug trafficking Task Force. This resulted in the first ever (and currently, the only)
confiscation orders being obtained in the Caribbean. In April 2000, on a further three-month
appointment of the U.K. Foreign Office, he was sent as an advisor to the Government of Antigua
& Barbuda, where he trained and established a permanent Financial Investigation Unit within the
Office of National Drugs and Money Laundering Control Policy (ONDCP) situated in St. John's,
Antigua. In January 2001, he was appointed as a consultant to the Caribbean Anti-MoneyLaundering Programme (CALP), with responsibility for running training courses in financial
investigation for nominated personnel from throughout the Caribbean, and he has recently been
asked to assist the Government of St. Kitts and Nevis to establish a dedicated Financial
Intelligence Unit in their country.
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ongoing campaign in Afghanistan. It is interesting to note that in the United
Kingdom, the government has actually set up a web site and produces a
document. It is called the "Coalition Information Center," and this
document is available on-line by the Internet; and it sets out the campaign
against terrorism and provides an update on each country that is actually
participating, and what each is doing as their input into the international
coalition.
As a former detective, with many years experience investigating the
finances of and tracing the assets of drug traffickers and other major
criminals, it comes as no surprise to me that if you follow the money trail,
you are never far from those who exercise control over the operational
activities, and that includes terrorist activities. However, difficulties arise
where there is no money trail to follow, despite the fact that money has
been transferred between individuals and/or countries. This is where you
may encounter underground banking or alternative transmission services.
First, we must have an appreciation and understanding of the
international momentum to investigate and disrupt terrorist financing, which
at this moment in time is still not a criminal offense in all countries, despite
the existence of the U.N. International Convention for the Suppression of
the Financing ofTerrorism. The U.N. Convention was adopted by the U.N.
General Assembly in Resolution 54109 on December 9, 1999, and copies
of the Convention are also available on the Internet at the U.N. web site.
But in a preamble to the Convention, deep concern is expressed about the
worldwide escalation ofacts of terrorism in all its forms and manifestations.
This occurred in 1999.
Reference is also made in the preamble to various previous declarations
and resolutions relating to terrorism dating back to 1994, including General
Assembly Resolution 51210 of December 17, 1996, in which all states are
called upon to take steps to prevent and counteract, through appropriate
domestic measures, the financing of terrorists and terrorist organizations.
Now it may be of interest to note that as of September 11, 2001, only four
countries in the world had ratified this Convention. Those four countries
were the United Kingdom, Botswana, Sri Lanka, and Uzbekistan.
Article IIof the Convention defines offenders and offenses. It basically
sets out that it is illegal for any person to commit an offense within the
meaning ofthis Convention, by any means, directly or indirectly, unlawfully
and willfully, provide or collect funds with the intention that they should be
used, or in the knowledge that they are to be used in full, or in part, in order
to carry out a number of offenses. The Convention actually lists a series of
offenses in an annex and includes the things that you might expect: seizure
of aircraft, acts against safety ofcivil aviation, taking of hostages, physical

https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/fjil/vol15/iss1/2
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protection of nuclear materials, acts of violence at airports, acts against the
safety of maritime navigation, acts against the safety of fixed platforms (oil
rigs and gas rigs), and terrorist bombings.
Article 11 (1) goes on to say when they are describing the offenses, other
than those which were listed in the annex, any other acts which were
intended to cause death or serious bodily injury to a civilian, or to any
person not taking an active part in the hostilities in a situation of armed
conflict when the purpose of such act, by its nature or context, is to
intimidate a population or to compel a government or an international
organization to do or abstain from doing any act. This is a resolution, a
U.N. convention from 1999.
Article 11 (4) sets out and makes offenses; Article 11 (5) deals with
accomplices, organizers, and those directing others and any person who
contributes to the commission of an offense by a group of persons acting
with a common purpose. Article VI states that each state party shall adopt
such measures as may be necessary including, where appropriate, domestic
legislation to ensure that criminal acts within the scope of this Convention
are under no circumstances justifiable by considerations of a political,
philosophical, ideological, racial, ethnic, religious, or other similar nature
which tends to put a lie to some of the propaganda that is put around.
Article VIII deals with the seizing, freezing, and forfeiting of funds and
proceeds which are defined in Article I.One interesting part there, perhaps,
in Article VIII (4), is that each state party shall consider establishing
mechanisms whereby the funds derived from forfeitures can be utilized to
compensate victims. Article I of the Convention sets out in some detail as
to what are funds and proceeds.
Article XII is interesting because we often read in the newspapers and
press reports about bank secrecy, and Article XII (2) says that state parties
may not refuse a request for mutual legal assistance on the grounds of bank
secrecy. Article XVIII sets out procedures and requirements on financial
institutions and directs that state parties shall further cooperate in the
prevention of offenses by considering measures for the supervision
including, for example, the licensing of all money transmission agencies. We
are talking about underground banking.
United Nations Resolution 1373 of2001 is a very significant resolution.
It is historic in the fact that it was adopted by the Security Council on the
September 28, 2001, just seventeen days after the horrors of New York,
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Washington, and Pennsylvania. And it is historic in that it was the first
resolution to impose obligations on all states to respond to the global threat
of terrorism. Pursuant to paragraph 6 of that resolution, all states were
required to report back within ninety days on the steps taken to implement
the resolution. The U.K. response to that, which was some eighteen pages
long, is available on the Internet and I have a copy if anybody is interested.
Part of the U.K. response included the Anti-Terrorism Crime and Security
Act of 2001 and part of the U.S. response included the Patriot Act which
Fletcher has already spoken about. But what the resolution goes on to do
is that it sets out to prevent and suppress the financing of terrorist acts,
criminalize the willful provision or collection of funds, freeze funds and
other assets, prohibit nationals from making funds available, to refrain from
providing any form of support, take steps to prevent the commission of
terrorist offenses, terrorist acts, deny safe haven, prevent terrorists
financiers from using their territory, terrorist offenses to be made serious
criminal offenses, international assistance to be provided in terrorists
investigations, and to prevent the movement of terrorists by effective
border controls. Now, that is interesting, that one in particular, because of
the Shangun Agreement in Europe, which basically did away with border
controls and free movement throughout Europe. I wonder, now, how that
squares with this particular resolution which directs states to find ways of
exchange of operational information, increase cooperation and coordination
of efforts, and ensure that refugee status is not abused.
Well, that is the background of the perspective of the U.N. Convention
in 1999 and now the U.N. resolution. My main subject here is underground
banking, and I do not mean underground banking to be using cash
dispensers in underground shopping centers. The term underground
banking refers to that secretive and mysterious global structure for
facilitating the transfer of funds between countries without touching the
recognized and regulated international financial systems, and in most cases,
without any meaningful records being kept. To some, this entire subject
may appear completely new. The system to which I refer has been in
existence for centuries and is said to pre-date the legitimate, recognized
banking systems in place around the world, having its roots in Asia, the
Middle East, and China. It is known by a variety of names, perhaps the
most commonly used is hawala, sometimes spelled differently. It is also
referred to as chitty and again it has two spellings, chitty banking, hundi,
chop, and from ancient Chinese fai chen, meaning flying money. Well,
during my research on this subject, I found a number of meanings given for
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hawala, although the literal translation may well depend upon the spelling.
But those meanings I have encountered range from being Arabic for "to
change or transform," a Hindi word for "trust," a non-Arabic Muslim
phrase meaning "transfer of money between two persons through a third
person" to an Urdu word for "reference." Whatever the true meaning, there
is little dispute about the origins of the hawala system and how the system
works. Said to be originally invented by the Chinese and subsequently
adopted by others in times of political turmoil, through a distrust of banks,
on religious grounds, and in some instances, a desire to avoid currency
controls or taxes, the system has stood the test of time.
During the Teng Dynasty in China, the growing tea trade between the
south and the Imperial Capitol created the necessity to introduce a more
convenient method of exchange. In response to that need, a method of
transfer, which is the one referred to as fai chen, "the flying money,"
evolved. Provincial governors maintained special courts in the capitol;
southern merchants paid the money they made from the sale of goods in the
capitol into these courts, which then used it to satisfy tax quotas due from
the southern provinces to the central government. In return, the courts
issued a certificate to the merchants. When the merchant returned home, he
presented the certificate to the provincial government and was paid an
equivalent sum of money. In this way, both the merchant and the
government avoided the risk and inconvenience of carrying large quantities
of money or other valuable commodities. Arabic traders used a similar
system as a means of avoiding being robbed on the Silk Road ard again by
avoiding the need to physically carry large sums of money.
It is also suggested that, under Islamic law, the use of some recognized
banking systems is unlawful in that it is seen as sinful to make interest from
money. Procedures, therefore, are in place under sharia Islamic law to
provide for the regulation of commerce and financing. This is known as the
Thick al muwamalat. This means "transactions amongst the people." These
origins may seem perfectly understandable and in some cases desirable. All
perfectly lawful. In fact, even today, the system is still technically legal in
many countries. It only becomes illegal when it breaches or fails to conform
to financial rules and regulations, which is a relatively recent requirement
when currency controls are flaunted wherever they are in existence or
perhaps the newest legal restriction of all, where the funds are used or to
be used to finance terrorism.
Modem hawala networks are said to have developed in the 1960s and
1970s to circumvent official bans on gold imports in Southeast Asia and to
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facilitate the transfer of hard-earned wages of ex-patriots to their families.
It also flourished following the unprecedented flow of wealth in the 1970s
to many Muslim nations due to the oil stocks and emergence of the Asian
tigers when many more Islamic banks were also established.
Why all the fuss over hawala banking? As with virtually all financial
systems in place today, wherever the opportunity exists, they are hijacked
and abused by drug traffickers, corrupt officials, and other major criminals
eager to find a way of laundering or moving their ill-gotten gains away from
the prying eyes of the authorities and law enforcement. In the case of
hawala, there is no requirement about meeting the requirements of
identification, providing information on the source of funds, or record
keeping. In recent times, evidence has been obtained to show that the
hawala network has been used to funnel money to terrorist groups in the
disputed Kasmir valley, as a conduit for funding the 1998 bombings ofU.S.
embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. According to a Pakistani-based CIA
agent, he used the hawala system to funnel money to muja hadin guerrillas
fighting the Soviets in Afghanistan, to launder money for the Cali and
Medellin drug cartels from Colombia, to provide finance for the trafficking
of humans, and obviously to finance the attacks of September 11 th.
How does it work? An Afghan man who goes to his hawaladar (the
hawaladar is what the transmission agent who performs hawala banking is
known as) to make a transaction with a person in the United States. The
Afghan hawaladar is given the equivalent of $5,000 and a designated
password to transfer money from Afghanistan to a recipient in the United
States. The password can be anything. Sometimes, it is half a playing card,
half a photograph or some other token. In this instance, we are talking
about a password. The Afghan hawaladar then contacts the U.S. hawaladar
to whom he is known and instructs him to give $5,000 to the U.S. man,
who has been given the designated password. The Afghan hawaladar now
has a $5,000 outstanding balance. The U.S. recipient goes to his local
hawaladar and gives the designated password to receive $5,000. The
account is balanced through future money transfers or exchange of goods
between the two hawaladars. Any record of the transaction is destroyed.
So, in fact, no money has ever left Afghanistan. No money has ever come
into the United States, but the value has been transferred between the two.
The books are normally balanced by then, maybe by Afghan sympathizers
or family members here in the United States wanting to send money back
to Afghanistan. It is actually dealt with between the two hawaladars. No
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money, no physical money ever leaves here, but it is paid out in
Afghanistan.
How does the system maintain its anonymity? Part of the answer is in
its secrecy. The hawaladar in any given country or region is known only to
members of the same family, village, clan, or ethnic group. Their existence
is not publicized outside their respective community. But they will know of,
and be in regular contact with, hawaladar in other regions and other
countries of the world. Also, the system obviously requires unbounded
trust. Any form of cheating within the system is said to be extremely rare.
If cheating is discovered, it is usually punished by effective excommunication and loss of honor which is in itself the equivalent of an
economic death sentence. Most hawaladars run small legitimate businesses
with their hawala activity being merely a sideline. Verbal agreements often
substitute for written records and rates quoted by the hawaladar are
generally much more favorable than those of domestic financial institutions.
It has been described as Western Union without the high tech gear and
exorbitant tiansfer fees.
The Financial Action Task Force says of hawala:
Hawala remains a significant method for large numbers ofbusinesses
of all sizes and individuals to repatriate funds and purchase gold. It
is favored because it usually costs less than moving funds through
the banking system, it operates 24 hours a day and every day of the
year, it is virtually completely reliable, and there is minimal
paperwork required.
This comment appears in their report on money laundering typologies,
1990-2000.
The recent anti-terrorist legislation introduced in the United States and
the United Kingdom provides for law enforcement and other agencies to
regularly supervise and inspect businesses that are suspected of being a
front for the hawala system. I suggest that such measures are likely to be
quite ineffective if the identities of the majority of hawaladar remain
unknown, unless alternative or more radical methods of approach are
considered. As a financial investigator for the last twelve years or so of my
police service, I am familiar with the many methods and powers of
conventional financial investigation, and while still utilizing much of that
knowledge and experience, I am also aware of the shortcomings that exist
when trying to investigate the unconventional hawala system.
Professor Barry Ryder, executive director of the Institute of Advanced
Legal Studies in London and former dean of Jesus College, Cambridge, is
an internationally recognized authority on economic crime. He is a good
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friend to the University of Florida and also a personal friend. When
speaking in a recent BBC interview on the connection between terrorism
and hawala banking, he made a number of powerful and persuasive
observations. He commented that,
No intelligence organization except perhaps the director of revenue
intelligence in India, has ever effectively cracked the system. You
could count the number of penetrations on the fingers of one hand.
If you're going to disrupt any organization, you have to be able to
penetrate it. There has been a surge of media interest, but when you
go to the conferences, you find a relatively small number of rather
bemused people. There's been lots of running around but not much
has actually happened, not much is actually altered. There is very
little expertise around the world in even identifying underground
banking systems let alone actually pursuing or investigating them.
This is also borne out by Christine Howlett, manager of strategic policy
with the national crime authority of Australia, who in April 2001, published
the results of her research study undertaken under a Churchill fellowship
into the "Investigation and Control of Money Laundering by Alternative
Remittance and Underground Banking Systems." While a few cases from
different jurisdictions are referred to in the report, it is apparent that the
knowledge level and experience of law enforcement in most countries is
quite limited. As a result of her research, Howlett makes a number of
recommendations, which include: the licensing and registration of
alternative remittance agents, enhancing training for financial investigators
to include components on the investigation of money laundering by asset
systems, and perhaps most significantly, that national agencies should work
together "to fully explore the possibilities of developing proactive
investigative strategies to detect and disrupt money laundering by
alternative remittance systems." Without doubt, the most difficult target to
achieve.
A BBC business reporter recently referred to a visit made in early March
this year by U.S. Treasury Secretary Paul O'Neill, accompanied by more
than thirty U.S. officials and Secret Service agents, to see for himself the
hawala system of informal banking in Dubai. Reputedly one of the
international centers ofhawala operation and which, together with Pakistan
and India, form what is known as the hawala triangle. Unsurprisingly, not
one of the merchants who throng the covered markets in old Dubai would
admit to involvement in the business nor to knowledge of how it works.
In 1994, a multi-agency task force was involved in the investigation of
organized crime activities in the Asian communities of Orange and Los
https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/fjil/vol15/iss1/2
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Angeles counties in California. Many hours were spent investigating what
was believed to be a massive narcotics and money laundering network

operated by a group of Chinese and Vietnamese small shop owners.
However, none of the agents could determine the source of the tens of
millions of dollars thought to be connected to the illegal enterprise. The
answer came following the arrest by another unit of Asians involved in gang
activity. The suspects in the gang investigation were connected to those
suspected of money laundering, and when seized books and other
documents were subsequently examined, they were all found to be involved

in the operation of an Asian underground bank. Evidence was also
uncovered to show the Catholic church was using the bank to transmit
$250,000 U.S. dollars to Vietnam as part of an effort to fight the

Communist government in Vietnam. The bank was also used by Vietnamese
people living in the U.S. to send money to relatives living in hamlets and
small villages in Vietnam. No evidence of narcotics money laundering was

found in that investigation.
Returning to the Barry Ryder observation on the success of the Indian
DRI cases, in March 199 1, police in Delhi arrested two Kashmiri militants
who were tied to payments made through the hawala system. As a result of
the ensuing investigation, enough evidence was gathered to uncover a
network of illegal funds that implicated thirty-eight serving and former
cabinet ministers and several political parties. It was said at the time to be
the biggest corruption scandal the world had ever seen. Collectively, the
politicians are said to have received or sent 650 million rupees, which is
about 14 million U.S. dollars, through a hawala system operated by the
suspects. The suspects actually spent seven years in jail under the Terrorist
and Disruptive Activities Act there, which allowed them to be held without
trial. Then, in March 1998, the India Supreme Court delivered a final ruling
on the case which went against the police. A diary kept by one of those
involved, which used code words to list transactions, was not admissible
evidence without independent corroboration. The police case collapsed.
Some of the politicians implicated still hold public office today. Although
the two suspects pleaded guilty, they were sentenced to time served and set
free.
Ching Chu Ping, a female, was arrested in Hong Kong in April 2000,
and charged with organizing illegal immigration. The case is known as the
"Golden Venture case" after the freighter in which in 1993 nearly three
hundred illegal immigrants from Fu Gian province were being carried when
it went aground in New York leading to the death of ten passengers. She
was also accused of other crimes in the United States, including taking
illegal Chinese immigrants hostage once they arrived in the United States
until ransoms were paid. Ping operated a restaurant on East Broadway
Published by UF Law Scholarship Repository, 2002
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directly across the street from a branch of the bank of China, the central
bank of Beijing. Ping is alleged to have used her connections in China to
orchestrate a highly effective underground banking system, transferring
money from those she smuggled, back to their families in China. Due to its
efficiency, the system apparently soon became a major competitor to the
Bank of China across the street. Time magazine, in an article entitled "TwoFaced Woman," in its issue of July 31, 2001, quotes a female immigrant
who patronized the Ping service. The woman stated "The Bank of China
took three weeks, charged a bad foreign exchange rate, and delivered the
cash in yen. Sister Ping delivered the money in hours, charged less, and paid
in American dollars. It was a better service."
Steven Wong, an outspoken critic of "snake heads," as the Chinese
organized crime gangs are known, says that things became so bad that the
Bank of China began offering color televisions and prizes to those who
used them to transfer money. Still, he says, no one came.
Professor Ryder suggests that terrorists will not be too worried if they
see the same strategy for dealing with organized crime is also being applied
against terrorist groups. I tend to agree. Fighting terrorism calls for
different strategies, different techniques, and perhaps the involvement of
those agencies who have hitherto remained at a distance from financial
investigation. The mere requirement under international conventions and
resolutions, and even domestic legislation, for hawala or alternative money
remitters to be registered and regulated will not in and of itself solve the
problem.
In 1993, the U.S. Congress passed a law requiring U.S. hawaladar to be
registered with the government and file suspicious activity reports just like
banks. But, its introduction was delayed twice due to concerns over the
volume of paperwork. A source described as a former Clinton Treasury
official is quoted in one recent newspaper article as saying, "If you can even
find a hawala broker to interview, you'll be doing better than the FBI."
Not until such individuals can be openly identified or quality intelligence
be gathered from successful penetration of the system can law enforcement
hope to develop a more successful strategy. I wish every success to that
special team of law enforcement personnel with financial expertise which
has been brought together here in the United States to form Operation
Green Quest, whose goal, in the words of Deputy Treasury Secretary Ken
Dam, is to "augment existing counter-terrorism efforts by bringing the full
scope of the government's financial expertise to bear against systems,
individuals, and organizations that serve as sources of terrorist funding."
Underground financial systems, illicit charities, and corrupt financial
institutions will be among the entities closely looked at by this specialist
team. To quote Mr. Dam, "The same talent pool and expertise that brought
https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/fjil/vol15/iss1/2
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down Al Capone will now be dedicated to investigating Osama Bin Laden
and his terrorist network." Once again, I wish the team every success but
I cannot help thinking that Barry Ryder may well be right in that where
terrorism is concerned, it might just be necessary to dip into a different
talent pool and apply different expertise to ensure success. That might mean
sacrificing some of the freedoms we enjoy and perhaps take so much for
granted today. Is the land of the free and those other countries of the world
where similar freedom and democracy is enjoyed, prepared to make such
a sacrifice?
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C. New and Innovative Rules in the World of Finance
George H. Millard'
The changes which occurred from September 11,2001 altered the world
in such a way that it has reached the point where one can confirm things
will never be the same again. Governments, institutions, businesses, and
people have been obliged to adapt and submit themselves to new and
innovative rules in the world of finance. This was the first effective
response against terrorism.
The initial feeling of revolt soon became accompanied by a wave of
solidarity and strong international support. The fact is that this proves in an
unquestionable way that no human activity is safe from unjust aggression
and profound victimization. The way used to choose intelligence to face
terrorism could not have been more adequate.
In the same way one fights organized transnational criminality in the
financial arena, one attacks terrorist organizations. The same weapons and
equally identical methodology are used. The tentacles of one or the other
can be paralyzed applying similar strategies:
• Reducing terror to nothing; obliterating it by blocking its assets;
• Suffocating it by cutting off its flow of resources;
These are short-term objectives aimed at reducing its mobility and offensive
capacity.
It does not mean it is an easy mission. There are impediments of all
kinds, including those created naturally for protecting the movements and
negotiations of legitimate financial transactions. As always, the collective
good is at stake, set against or faced with the individual value guarantees

and constitutional protections. Immediate measures became necessary, such
as the publishing of the USA Patriot Act, which became law on October 25,
2001. Thus, the Patriot Act introduced the most comprehensive antilaundering requirements since the Bank Secrecy Act of 1970.
The attempt to track down dirty money must show results. It is known
and widely publicized that the amount of dirty money washed through the
financial system is huge, between $500 billion and $1.5 trillion a year, or the
equivalent to 5%of gross world product. The main problem is that in many
countries, notably offshore financial centers, have weak regulations, very
* Police Chief of the SAo Paulo State Police; Professor, State of Sao Paulo Civil Police
Academy; and Head of the Tax Fraud Criminal Investigation Division, Sio Paulo. He has served
as Advisor for the Board of the International Association of Asian Crimes Investigators; and
Lecturer at the Cambridge Symposium on Economic Crime, England. Also, currently serves as
Director of the Metropolitan Institute of Criminology (UniFMU) in SAo Paulo.
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low taxes, and customers looking for privacy with strong secrecy laws.
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) which is an international
group of twenty-nine nations aimed at stopping money laundering, has
issued new international standards to combat financing of terrorism.
Implementation of special recommendations will deny terrorists and their
supporters access to the international financial system. The new standards
will commit all FATF members to laying out a basic framework for
detecting and blocking funds intended to support international terrorism.
These new standards include:
* Taking immediate steps to ratify the 1999 U.N. Convention on the
Suppression of Terrorist Financing;
* Making criminal the financing of terrorism, terrorist acts, and terrorist
organizations;
* Freezing and confiscating terrorists' assets;
* Requiring their financial institutions to report suspicious transactions
that may be linked with terrorism;
* Assisting in investigations with other countries of terrorist financing
networks;
* Imposing anti-money laundering on alternative remittance systems; and
" Taking steps to ensure that non-profit organizations are not misused to
finance terrorist groups.
International involvement is right and should be emphasized since
international cooperation is the key. The methods that terrorists use to
move money from regions that finance their target country are often
identical to those used by criminals. There are, however, some differences
between money laundering and financing terrorism. The source of terrorist
money might, for a start, be legal. That makes it far harder for banks to
spot.

However, clearly one can see that this form of proceeding is not a
constant. In 2001, 1 had the opportunity of affirming during the 2"Annual
Legal & Policy Issues of the Americas Conference the first links between

the Colombian guerrillas and Brazilian drug traffickers. This was a new
situation since it is a question of the first unmistakable case showing
involvement with Brazilians in the financing and support of the guerrillas
and of terrorism through narco-trafficking.
As time passed, on several occasions and in many countries, a nexus
was found between terrorism and organized crime, including drug
trafficking. Links between terrorist organizations, and drug traffickers take
many forms, ranging from facilitation-protection-transportation and
taxation, to direct trafficking by the terrorists themselves in order to finance
Published by UF Law Scholarship Repository, 2002
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their activities. Unfortunately, notices that followed during 2001 and are
still occurring, confirming the existence of a permanent business association
by narco-traffic with various Brazilian criminals.
One side was headed by a commander of the Fuergas Armadas
Revoluciondrias da Col6mbia (FARC), and the other was headed by a
dangerous criminal in Rio de Janeiro. Shot and arrested by the Colombian
army, this dangerous criminal was expelled from that country. At present
he is to be found serving a sentence in a Brazilian federal prison for drug
trafficking, and awaiting trial for other such crimes by the Brazilianjustice.
The latest information points to evidence that this Brazilian also delivered
arms to the guerrillas.
The Colombian Prosecutions Department in charge of the case has
concluded that the Colombian courts should try him for drug trafficking,
arms smuggling and false pretenses. The ties with terrorism do not limit
themselves to Brazilian criminals involved just in the reception ofdrugs and
their commercialization. Investigations carried out by various law
enforcement agencies in the United States, Brazil, and Holland show the
existence of criminal gangs acting in a very well structured way in the
Amazon region.
It is the so-called Suriname connection, where the leaders are a Brazilian
farmer and an ex-dictator of that country, and for negotiation, the sale of
armaments to the FARC in exchange for cocaine. On account of U.S.
investigations by the sectors dealing with the combating of drugs and arms
smuggling, which have been taking place for more than five years, this year
the U.S. Government indicted FARC leaders as well as three Brazilians for
drug trafficking. Information given is that the extradition ofthose involved
will be requested.
However, it is very unlikely that any extradition request will be granted,
as Brazilian legislation, through its Constitution does not allow the
extradition of Brazilian-born citizens. It is estimated that since 1999, the
gang moved one hundred and twenty tons of cocaine, although it is not
possible to establish the quantity of armaments transferred to the FARC.
However, inquiries indicated the exchange of one kilo of cocaine for an
AR-15 rifle, and the payment of up to five kilos of the drug for a RPG4
rocket-launcher, capable of destroying a tank, and based on this one can
evaluate the enormous quantity of armament negotiated.
All organized crime operates on the age-old market principle of supply,
demand, and profit. It is constantly seeking out national and international
partners for trading, and it will be looking to maximize profit opportunities
by moving from commodity to another. In this form it works for drugs and
arms smuggling. The benefits are mutual; advantages for both terror and for
organized crime.
https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/fjil/vol15/iss1/2
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The historic links between the Shining Path of Peru and the drug
trafficking groups associated with it, confirm this tendency of the spurious
links between organized crime and terrorism in Latin America. More
recently, in the region of the frontier between Brazil, Paraguay, and
Argentina, known as the triple border, members of radical Islamic groups,
are reported to be engaged in drug trafficking, money laundering,
intellectual property rights piracy, alien smuggling and arms trafficking.
These individuals found in Paraguayan territory in the well-known Ciudad
del Este, a region where criminal facilitation reigns and inefficient legal
controls are in place.
Further, one must credit to these extremist groups terrorist actions
realized in Buenos Aires in Argentina, represented by bloody bombing
outrages, practiced in buildings belonging to Jewish entities. The truth is
that, some regions of the world could be considered as paradises of
tranquility and far away for terrorist actions, though political discontent or
revolutionary movements, have for decades affected the lives of their
citizens. Changes brought about in the relations between people, countries,
and the adoption ofunacceptable behavior through indifferent victimization,
have become more and more frequent.
Terrorist actions started to be exported, and it was a surprise when we
got to know of the imprisonment of three members of the Irish Republican
Army (IRA) arrested by the Colombian National Police in July 2001. They
were believed to have used the demilitarized zone to train the FARC in the
use of explosives. It would appear that the objective, as well as dominating
new techniques, was the possibility of how to move in an action zone, thus
increasing the capability to conduct urban terrorism, so that new regions of
the country could be reached and so altering the systematic of rural combat.
The latest bombing outrages this April, initiated a series of attacks in the
urban areas, including the capital, Bogot. Car bombs and booby-traps with
an initial small explosion to attract the curious were used, followed by
potent mortal explosions. All this confirms the extent of terrorism and its
capacity to act with total disregard for innocent lives.
This panorama could be extended to any country, any city, reflecting
itself in a generalized sentiment of insecurity and impotence. According to
the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the volume of money represented
by activities linked just to drug trafficking is around four hundred billion
U.S. dollars. In Brazil, there is a need for alignment with the international
community, for the taking of global measures aimed at ridding itself not
only of international organized criminality, but also the threats represented
by terrorist groups.
The scenario outlined by the president of the Central Bank of Brazil
makes clear the obligation of better coordination between countries, and the
Published by UF Law Scholarship Repository, 2002
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unrelenting trend for flexibility of the rules of privacy and secrecy within
five to ten years. The law referring to money laundering in Brazil was
published in 1998, making clear great difficulties in its applicability due to
the impediments relative to the constitutional guarantees. Even with all
these difficulties the Council for the Control ofFinancial Activities (COAF)
has already received about 14,000 notifications of operations considered
suspect. According to official sources, one of the cases examined the
laundering of 260 million U.S. dollars, effected in Bolivia by a gang made
up of Brazilians ofLebanese origin, by drug traffickers from Rio de Janeiro,
among whom the above-mentioned criminal jailed in Brasilia.
The offenses contemplated by the money-laundering legislation allowed
for the institution of 177 probes in 2001. The crimes investigated of this
type represent an increase of 43% during 2000, indicating the need to
modernize the justice system. There is the peremptory need to increase the
efficiency of fighting the problem by training and suitable formation of
financial investigators.
The movement of dirty money in an attempt to reach a safe haven
should become more difficult, if not impossible, by fine-tuning the
communications systems and guaranteeing effective collaboration, not only
in the diplomatic field, but also through police and judicial cooperation. The
harmonization of legislation in different countries, as well as the need to
establish protection mechanisms which could be extended to determined
regions, should form part of the negotiation agendas of heads of state. As
with the example of economic blocs integrating continents, strong regional
coordination should be studied, followed by international integration. The
objective is enhancing cooperation on a range of specific items which could
deal with improving, or at least maintaining, the quality of life of all those
who deserve it.
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D. An Overview on CanadianLegislation
Peter M German*
There are a number of reasons why folks in the Americas generally
should be interested in Canada as a result of its geographic location. Most
of our cities are on the borders. Most Canadians live on the border of the
United States - Vancouver, Toronto, and Montreal. All are very close.
We still have the longest unguarded border between nations - Canada and
the United States. We have the largest bilateral trade relationship of any
two countries. We were the first two NAFTA partners and now, of course,
Mexico is a partner with the United States and Canada. Canada is a resident
beside the largest consumer of illicit drugs in the world, which is the United
States. For obvious reasons, we become a convenient conduit. We have
large ports - Vancouver, Montreal, and Halifax. We have large airports.
The Vancouver airport, for example, is larger than Seattle. It is the largest
airport north of Los Angeles. We have large banks. The Canadian banks
tend to be much larger than their American cousins since we have fewer.
We only have probably a dozen or so banks, but they tend to be fairly large
and they also have their tentacles around the world, particularly in the
Caribbean. Canada is politically and economically a fairly stable country.
But it also allows it to be a good nesting ground for a lot of people who
might be bent on something other than legitimate activity. Our criminal
sanctions tend to be relatively moderate. We do not have any "three strikes,
you are out" laws. We do not have the death penalty. Incarceration tends
to be a last resort, so again for criminal organizations, it is not a bad place
to hang your hat for a little while. And we do have organized crime systems
within Canada. We have Asian organized crime, we have the old Cosa

* A member of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Superintendent German has worked
in every Canadian province and territory; in uniform, in the Security Service, as a member of the
Force's Professional Standards Directorate, and for six years in its Commercial Crime Sections
at Vancouver and Ottawa, where he was a Detective Inspector assigned to major fraud and
corruption investigations. In addition to his police experience, he is a lawyer and a member of the
Ontario and British Columbia bars. He is the author of the only legal text in Canada devoted
entirely to the proceeds of crime and money laundering. He has lectured in Canada and abroad on
money laundering, corruption, and fraud.
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Nostra Mafia. We have biker gangs. So there are number of different
organized crime groups in the country. We also have underground banking
networks with large ethnic communities in our cities. The city where I live,
Richmond, a southern suburb of Vancouver, is very close to having English
as a second language. There is a strong Chinese, Hong Kong, Taiwanese
population in Richmond. That is not uncommon elsewhere in Canada Toronto and Montreal have very diverse ethnic communities.
The money laundering legislation in Canada is very similar to the
legislation in the United States. The terminology is different, but it is all
very much the same. It is contained in our criminal code, in various other
legislation, our drug legislation, customs, and excise. We have organized
crime legislation. We have foreign bribery legislation. Much like the United
States, laundering is a criminal offense in Canada. Possession of the
proceeds of crime is also an offense. We have the various mechanisms,
again similar to the United States, special search warrants, restraint orders,
and we have forfeiture. We, like most countries, do not have in rem
forfeiture, civil forfeiture, as does the United States. We tend to have in
personam forfeiture only and in rem forfeiture only in very unusual
circumstances, principally in the case of the death of the perpetrator or a
person who is in flight from justice. Our legislation tends to have a lot of
third party protections in it which is presumably a good thing. Canada has
mutual legal assistance treaties: We have a number of treaties - thirty or
forty treaties in place. The first one was signed in 1985 between Ronald
Reagan and Brian Mulroney. What they refer to as the Shamrock Summit
in Quebec City in 1985. We are actively involved in mutual legal assistance
with other countries. In terms of criminal matters, we have various sharing
statutes to share the funds that are seized and so forth.
The police department that I belong to is the national police force of
Canada, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. I guess being a smaller
country, Canada does not have as many different agencies as the United
States has conducting federal law enforcement. We tend to do it all or most
of it. We are responsible for financial crime, drug investigations, VIP
protective services, customs, immigration, enforcement, counterfeit,
bankruptcy. We also provide uniform police services in eight of our ten
provinces and also in about 190 different municipalities the Mounted Police
act as a uniform police force. In my career, I have worked as a federal
agent, I have worked in uniform as a provincial police officer, and as a
municipal police officer. We tend to have very diverse backgrounds and the
type of work we do is somewhat diverse.
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Sometime ago we established proceeds of crime units in all the larger
cities in Canada which target money laundering and now, of course, as we
will see, the emphasis is changing to not only money laundering, but
terrorism. Various provincial municipal forces have similar units and work
very closely with ours.
Canada has been criticized for a number of years. Back in the 1980s, it
was criticized by the United States for not having any money laundering
legislation. We have had legislation now on the books for about ten years;
however, the FATF remained critical of Canada. We are a member of the
FATF. We are a member of the G7 or G8 as you wish. But the FATF
remained critical of Canada because our statutory regime did not appear to
be working effectively. What I would suggest is that there probably was not
a political will. The legislation was there. The regulations were there. But
one questioned whether the political will was there to really see it through.
And even our own solicitor general commented that our record keeping
provisions still allowed much activity to go undetected and unreported. The
situation up to a year or so ago was still not what it should be. We had
reporting legislation. It has been around for some time. But again it was not
terribly effective. It did not require the reporting that you had in the United
States of suspicious transactions and so forth.
Then, a couple of years ago, came reporting legislation. We created the
Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU). Canada was one of the last of the first
world countries to have an FIU, and again that was one of the criticisms of
the FATF of Canada. So we created our FIU, referred to as FinTRAC (cq)
in 2001; and it started getting underway slowly but surely. Mandatory
suspicious transaction reporting was just about to come in the fall of 2001
when, of course, September 11, 2001 hit. Both cross border currency
reporting, as you have in the United States, is essential on the books and
ready to be implemented in Canada as are large transaction reporting
regulations. Well, that is essentially where things stood on September 10,
2001. Then of course comes September 11th, and our world changed. I
would suggest from a law enforcement perspective looking at what has
developed since in Canada, if there was a question about political will
before, that was essentially eliminated by September 11 th. All of a sudden,
September 11th told us that countries had to move their legislation from
first gear into high gear. No longer could we sit back and just have the
legislation on the books. It was important to do something with it. It was
important to achieve the goals that the legislation was intended to target.
The early reaction in Canada to September 11 th was very similar to that
in other countries but it was significant from a perspective ofthe Americas,
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be conduits for terrorists into the United States. Canada seemed a prime
location for terrorists to enter and move into the United States. We had an
example two years ago with Anwar Rasaam referred to as the "Millennium
Bomber" who attempted to get into the United States, and there have been
various theories whether his intention was to bomb Seattle or Los Angeles.
But fortunately, we alerted U.S. customs officers in Port Angeles and
Washington, caught him, located his explosives in his truck, and so forth.
But, it was an example of a terrorist related to Al Qaeda trying to get into
the United States from Canada, so it was well known that Canada could
easily be a stopping off point for terrorists. Our immigration laws and our
entry requirements tend not to be as severe as in the United States, so it is
easier to get into Canada, and then try to go across the unguarded border
into the United States.
Immediately after September 11, 2001, there was a heightened level of
security on both sides of the U.S.-Canadian border. That heightened sense
of security has continued to this day and similarly in the ports. The large
ports lead to a concern about terrorists traveling in containers, because we
have certainly seen illegal immigrants arriving from Asia in containers. This
became a great concern as did the airports. Just as you had the military in
the airports, so our airports became armed camps for a while and that has
continued. What we are seeing now is cooperation between U.S. and
Canadian authorities. We have already had pre-clearance by U.S.
immigration and customs in Canadian airports. In other words, United
States customs and immigration officials work in Canada in the airports,
and will pre-clear you into the United States. For example, I went through
U.S. customs in Vancouver as opposed to when I arrived in the United
States. We are now seeing a similar form of clearance in our ports where
U.S. customs officers are now in Canada working in conjunction with our
Canadian customs officers in the ports, clearing containers, and similar
cargo.
We, of course, had victims in the towers as did so many other countries
in the world. Although it was primarily an American tragedy, it was a world
tragedy and September 11th hit Canadians close at home as well. The
Canadian armed forces, however small they may be,joined in the operations
overseas. Our Navy sent a number of ships over. Of course, we have
Canadian Army troops and special forces with the Americans special forces
in Afghanistan.
Immediately after the U.N. resolution, Canada passed terrorist financing
regulations which incorporated the U.N. regulations and outlawed twentytwo to twenty-five different organizations and that number has continually
increased as the schedule is amended from time to time to add various
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organizations to it. The terrorist financing regulations were passed in a
matter of days, and for Canada, that is really quite amazing, because we do
not usually operate quite that fast. We tend to always take that sober
second look and if the United States goes ahead with the legislation today,
we will look at it, think about it, and six months or a year from now, we
will follow the lead. But that certainly was not the case at this time. Canada
acted very swiftly, as I think most nations did.
What we are also finding from a law enforcement perspective is that
police cooperation - it has always been very good between enforcement
agencies, United States and Canada - but now, it is even more so. The
comity between law enforcement is the best I have ever seen. We tended
always to deal with the FBI, the DEA, and Secret Service in our work. But
now you see not only agents from those various organizations at the local
embassies and consulates, but we are also working within other offices. For
example, in Vancouver, our commercial crimes section has FBI agents
working in it. We tend to be very close as a result of what took place on
September 11, 2001 and in the sharing, I think people have realized that
mutual legal assistance treaties have their place. We definitely need them.
Particularly when you are attempting a coercive measure, such as a search
warrant. But the reality is that cooperation between law enforcement is still
critical in the absence of treaties. We have to be able to talk back and forth,
exchange information, and I think you are seeing that to a greater degree
than ever before between the United States and Canada.
As a result of September 11, 2001, our legislation changed quite
dramatically. The United States brought in the Patriot Act. Our legislation
is not quite as wide ranging as the Patriot Act, but for Canada it is quite
wide ranging. Everything is relative, I suppose. We brought in an antiterrorism act, which I will talk about in just a minute, and amendments to
our criminal code. One of the things that was really a plague in our
proceeds of crime and money laundering legislation was the fact that we
listed only certain criminal offenses as predicates, and there were a number
of criminal offenses that were not predicate for money laundering offenses.
As the result of September 11th, it seems like the drafters and our justice
officials who always wanted to amend that law but never had the political
will behind them to support those changes, suddenly had their opportunity.
The next thing you know, virtually all indictable or felony offenses in
Canada are now predicate money laundering; and proceeds of crime
offenses, which is great from a law enforcement perspective, is about ten
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years overdue. This eliminates all the problems that we had before as to
whether or not a particular offense could give rise to forfeiture and so forth.
It is very sad that an incident like September 1Ith had to happen before
that political will generated itself, and we were able to make these changes,
but it is a reality, and it has now been changed. Having written a text on our
money laundering and proceeds of crime legislation in Canada, it is almost
depressing however, because changing one definition essentially requires
that you rework everything that has been written on the legislation. Now
all of a sudden with every indictable offense covered by our legislation, the
definitions, the ground rules, the definitions have changed and away we go.
FinTRAC, our FlU, received a well needed jolt, boost, budgetary and
otherwise. A lot of people wondered if the FlU would really ever be
effective. A lot of FIUs in the world are ineffective. They are there only as
a sop or to appease the FATF or another international organization. A lot
of small countries have created FIUs which consist of one or two people.
They really do not have any power over the banking industry and are
virtually ineffective but they are there. They are on the books and in some
ways they keep international organizations offtheir back. The concern was
again one of political will in Canada. All indications point to FinTRAC
becoming a very effective FlU. It received a budgetary boost as a result of
what took place in the fall. It was also mandated to follow terrorist funding
as well as money laundering and that in itself changed the whole focus of
the organization. The RCMP and our federal policing initiatives within the
RCMP have also received quite a boost. We have reorganized, restructured
in such a way that there is a much greater emphasis now on the ports and
on the borders. In the past, both the United States and Canada had sort of
become somewhat lackadaisical in terms of our border. We are friendly
countries. Why worry about what takes place on that border? Customs
officers in Canada have been unarmed for one hundred years on the border
and when the U.S. border agents and customs officers started wearing guns
twenty years or so ago it was considered, "oh, my gracious, they're wearing
guns on the border." The reality now is that so are our people. The world
has changed but we remain a relatively undefended border but we now
realize that we cannot just be totally lackadaisical. We have to realize that
there are persons of interest who are prepared to penetrate the border, who
are prepared to move from one country to the other for their own nefarious
purposes.
The Anti-Terrorism Act in Canada renamed our legislation. It is now the
Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Act. It outlaws the financing of
terrorism as the U.N. regulation requires. It outlaws the participation in
terrorist activity. It allows for the seizure, restraint and forfeiture of
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property connected to terrorist activity. It is very wide ranging again for
Canada. It happened very quickly. It is legislation which went through our
Parliament with virtually no opposition, which again is very unusual. There
is a will to make it work. Our criminal code amendments changed our
money laundering laws. I find it quite amazing how the terrorism
legislation, the terrorist amendments so to speak around the world, tend to
be attached to the existing money laundering legislation in various
countries. It shows that strong relationship between terrorism and finance
and illegal financial activity. Because, as the other speakers have indicated,
it is following that paper trail. We have talked about following the paper
trail in criminal investigations for so long but no one really realized that we
would be using that paper trail to pursue terrorists and now that is a reality
and its quite amazing how traditional techniques to chase white collar
criminals are now effective techniques for chasing terrorists. Certainly a lot
of the work that is being done in the United States and in Canada as a result
of September 11th is exactly that, it is following the financial trail of the
terrorist, following those, for example, who perpetrated September 11th,
trying to determine their source of funding, how they got money into the
United States and what cells may still exist. How those cells are financed.
If you get at the money and you are going to find the various individuals.
It is no different than yourself, of course. You have got credit cards that
you are using every day. You have got bank accounts and so forth. And
your credit cards and your bank accounts leave a trail. All someone has to
do is get search warrants and locate your financial documents and you can
essentially piece together where you have been, who you relate with, who
you work with, what you spend your money on, where you have been, so
it is all those sorts of things. This close nexus between terrorist legislation
and money laundering legislation is something that we are going to see
more and more of. It is certainly very evident in Canada.
Various other concepts have been expanded within our legislation. What
we refer to as "offense-related property": property connected to crime has
been expanded to include property owned by terrorists and participation in
criminal organizations legislation has been expanded. The legislators took
advantage in some ways of September 11th to bring in legislation which
dealt with organized crime generally in a way that it had not been dealt with
before. For example, biker gangs tend to be very strong in certain parts of
Canada. Montreal area has a very violent background in terms of biker
gangs and controlling the drug market and so forth. The legislation has now
expanded the concept of what is a criminal organization and what does
participation in a criminal organization mean, outlawing that form of
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participation. It will grab, it will catch within its grip not only terrorism but
also organized crime, more traditional organized crime.
We are also seeing some provincial initiatives. In Canada, property and
civil rights is a provincial matter. It is not a federal matter, and therefore the
federal government does not have the ability to bring in in rem forfeiture as
I indicated earlier to the same extent that you see civil forfeiture, in rem
forfeiture in the United States. But there are increasingly initiatives within
our various provinces. We only have one criminal code. We do not have
fifty criminal codes. We have one federal criminal code, but property and
civil rights is the provincial matter and now we are seeing the provinces
taking initiatives themselves. They had never previously shown any interest
whatsoever in money laundering legislation. Ontario, our largest province
in terms of population, has passed civil forfeiture legislation. Whether it is
going to stand the constitutional test is another thing, but we are seeing the
provinces showing an interest in forfeiture legislation, which they had not
previously. In other words, the provinces are themselves becoming
interested in law enforcement, becoming interested in organized crime,
money laundering, and terrorism. They want to do something as well in
terms of constraining that type of activity. The United States, I suppose,
had not really seen domestic terrorism until the Oklahoma bombing.
We in Canada have had domestic terrorism in the past, much as the
British had the Irish, we had the Front du Liberation d'Quebec (FLQ) in
Canada. The FLQ was very active in the '60s. We had a number of
bombings in Montreal. People were killed. We in Canada have seen
domestic terrorism. It is not something that we live with today. The FLQ
has almost made it a thing of the past. Quebec separation is no longer the
issue that it was. Certainly, it is not an issue that leads to violence any
more. It has become much more of a political debate than it is one of
violence. But we have seen what domestic terrorism can do to a country
and I think if nothing else, September 11th reminded us of what we had
seen in the past but also brought it to the forefront in a way that it
obviously had never been before. It allowed our country to move ahead
with legislation and to support new legislation with a political will that I do
not believe we ever had before. Money laundering, terrorism, all of those
were nice issues to talk about. They were almost academic issues. After
September 11 th, they are very real issues. There is political will. There is
a desire to move ahead. The funding is now there for law enforcement. The
will is now there to work with the United States in cooperative ventures
and the statutes are there. I can only look forward to a bright future for this
type of enforcement activity. It is regrettable that we had to go through
what we did in order to get to this point but I think we are there. I
think we are at the beginning of a new stage, a new paradigm in terms of
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law enforcement. It is one that I am very anxious to be involved in and am
looking forward to it.
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E. Questions andAnswers
MODERATOR

-

FLETCHER N. BALDWIN, JR.:

Before we get to the questions, there are at least two facts I would like
to include here. Our financial crimes enforcement network, which is in
Tysons Comer, D.C., on September 10, 2001 had employed for the entire
United States, all the banks, all bank records, all computers, everything
under our Bank Secrecy Act, a total of 184 persons. The Patriot Act itself
has a provision in there, in effect, I am paraphrasing, "give them more
money, and let's see if they can begin to do the job that they were assigned
to do." The other day I called a friend at FINCIN to ask her what was the
total - a friend of all of ours here from Cambridge - she says I cannot talk
now. We are at ground zero still. So apparently they are working very
diligently at FINCIN. One other figure that you might be interested in - the
last count for the September 11 th was approximately 3,044 dead. What you
may not realize is at least one third of the 3,000+ that were killed on
September 1 th are citizens of other countries. UK for example lost more
citizens on September 11th to the terrorist attack than, according to Tony
Blair, they had lost at any other single terrorist attack. Canada lost
approximately 200. Pakistan lost 250 of its citizens. India lost 250.
Australia lost at least 55. Japan lost 23. Mexico lost over 200. The figure
for Mexican citizens is really much higher but persons are not reporting
them for fear.
QUESTION:

Is the Patriot Act big enough? It is very difficult to get through and
practice law at the same time. Do you see any danger to the inherent basic
rights of the American people? Or to American business in its legitimate
role?
MODERATOR -

FLETCHER N. BALDWIN, JR.:

Title II of the Patriot Act is rather broad in terms of what it is intended
to do. Title III does require that banks be deputized more than they have
been in the past. Basically, what Title III has done to the Bank Secrecy Act,
which it amends, is to say we now mean business about the Bank Secrecy
Act of 1970 and we now mean business about United States Codes 1956
and 1957, amended in 1986. 1 think the question perhaps is with the Patriot
Act in the United States, will law enforcement officers, beginning with the
Attorney General, apply it to whom it is supposed to be applied to or use
it for other reasons? If they apply it to whom it is supposed to be applied
to, then the Act will probably go the way of the Anti-Terrorism and
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a lead in reviewing provisions of that act, even though that act says,
"federal courts, this is national security and you don't review it." We have
two federal cases out of the D.C. circuit. One indeed in July of 2001,
dealing with an interpretation constitutionally of the Patriot Act. What
those two cases sum up or the way they sum up is if you are applying this
to national security interests, real national security interests, you are
correct, we will leave you alone. The U.S. Constitution leaves you alone.
If, however, you are applying it to other reasons, domestic or otherwise,
the U.S. Constitution is not going to leave you alone. So it is too soon to
tell, but the language is broad enough. Ironically, there has been a lot in the
press about how quick this piece went through. The fact of the matter is it
was debated in Congress a year and a half ago. Secondly, the legislation
that was presented to the Congress is double the size it came out of the
Congress. It is now approximately 134 pages; it was 268 pages when it
went into the Congress. So, there is still a little degree of oversight.
QUESTION:
I was interested in the comments on hawala by Alan Lambert. Are all of
these new enforcement mechanisms that we are talking about, the Patriot
Act, etc., do any of these offer any opportunity to deal with the terrorist
transfers? It sounded rather hopeless in terms of your discussion so I was
interested as to the insights of the panel.
ALAN LAMBERT:

I did not intend it to sound hopeless, but it is an area of operation that
I would say the vast majority of law enforcement around the world are
unfamiliar with. While the powers of investigation are tremendous, they
have been very useful in following and identifying the financing that has
resulted in accounts being frozen around the world as a result of the fact
that they have been identified. It is not a last solution. We have to change
our methods of investigation, where there are no paper trails to follow. The
legislation does provide powers to follow those trails where they exist.
Where there is no trail we have got to adapt to it and use other methods.
For example, if you have got an Asian shopkeeper in London who is the
local hawala banker, well, then it may well be that we have to look at some
stage, he may be paying money into his account or in with the business
accounts to get it into the established system as part of or alongside his
business operation. We may have to get or develop more expertise in
establishing the money perhaps he is paying in. He is way and above what
he would have been paying in for his normal business turnover. So, there
are other areas that we have got to start looking at. But, it is very difficult.
The established systems and the new powers provided under the antiPublished by UF Law Scholarship Repository, 2002
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terrorism legislation will provide powers of investigation where you know
something exists. My point really is the fact that legislation and conventions
requiring alternative remittance agents, hawala bankers, to register is not
going to make them register. The fact that it is in legislation will not make
them come forward and say, "Hey, I'm a hawala banker. Where do I sign?"
It is still going to go on. We have got to increase the number of
penetrations of that organization far more than we have so far.
MODERATOR -

FLETCHER N. BALDWIN, JR.:

There is one provision in the Patriot Act that for the first time in our
history, what they have tried to do in Title III is to now have a bulk cash
smuggling provision that the presumption is that if it is more than $10,000,
it is either organized crime or terrorist money crossing borders in many

forms.
PETER M. GERMAN:

I think if nothing else, September 11, 2001 provided us with an
awareness of underground banking. In the past, underground banking
tended to be something that people would talk about at obscure
conferences but now everybody is aware of,everybody in law enforcement,
and a lot of people such as yourselves who have an interest in law are
aware that there is such a creature as underground banking. And, as Alan
has indicated, you now find information on the Internet and so forth. It was
very hard to find any information on underground banking up to a very little
while ago. So there is definitely an awareness, and I suspect the fact that we
know or strongly believe that certain terrorists are involved in obtaining
money or are involved and obtain money through the underground banking
system, leads one to believe that obviously law enforcement is able to
produce enough leads to at least get you to that point. So how does one
find out that a particular organization is involved in underground banking?
Well, you look at what they do with the money that they receive, be it flight
training centers, be it purchasing goods or purchasing services. And, with
mandatory suspicious transaction reporting legislation which requires
various consumer organizations, stores and so forth, and banks (essentially,
the purveyors of consumer goods) to report suspicious transactions,
eventually the question will be asked by law enforcement: Well, that is
great. These people have money, how did they get the money? And, you
have to essentially work your way back. At some point you will get back
to the fact that there had to have been an underground banking network.
With a greater awareness of underground banking, and I suppose with
underground bankers themselves, in a lot of cases, not wanting to be
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involved in terrorist activity, law enforcement probably has some avenues
that were not available to it before in terms of attacking that underground
banking network.
ALAN LAMBERT:

The courts in the United Kingdom have also made a recent case called
Osama el Kurd, and it is an appeal court case where the jury were told that
they did not have to find the origin of the money in a money laundering
case. It is very difficult; it was impossible in the case for the prosecution to
show the source of the money that was laundered, whether it was drugs or
crime. The appeal court held that the jury were not required to do that.
They merely had to find that it was from some crime of some kind, that sort
of ruling will help if now we add terrorism to that equation. They do not
have to say whichever one it was as long as the jury is content that it was
from some form of crime.
GEORGE H. MILLARD:

I would say that in Latin America the underground banking system is
completely based on trust and confidence. It is not a commercial thing. It
is something that is being done between two different persons that
sometimes involves the normal banking system, and then the money can be
traced. Otherwise there would be no way to do that. Basically, it is not
illegal. It is illegal when it touches money from illegal origin. It is like
money being transferred from one person to another.
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